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Outline
§ Importance of reporting
§ Current status of reporting of clinical prediction models
– describe some of the key deficiencies regularly seen in both
model development and validation studies

§ Consequences of poor reporting
§ Initiatives to improve reporting: the TRIPOD Statement
– and upcoming guidance

Reporting

Reporting guidelines: www.equator-network.org

Purpose of a research article
§ Scientific manuscripts should present sufficient
information so that the reader can fully evaluate
this new information and reach their own
conclusions about the results
– Often the only tangible evidence that the study
was ever done

§ We need research we can rely on
§ Good reporting is an essential part of good
research à research integrity

Obligation

“Altruism and trust lie at the heart of research on
human subjects. Altruistic individuals volunteer for
research because they trust that their participation will
contribute to improved health […] In return for the
altruism and trust that make clinical research possible,
the research enterprise has an obligation to conduct
research ethically and to report it honestly”

[International Committee of Medical Journal Editors, CMAJ 2004]

Research waste from poor reporting

What should be reported?
Methods
§ “Describe statistical methods with enough detail to enable
a knowledgeable reader with access to the original data to
verify the reported results” [ICMJE]
§ Same principle should extend to all study methods
§ Allow repetition (in principle) if desired

Results
§ Main findings (corresponding to a pre-specified plan)
§ Should not be misleading
– avoiding any (un)intentional spin or overinterpretation

Why is clear and transparent
reporting important?

“If reporting is inadequate —
namely, information is missing,
incomplete or ambiguous —
assumptions have to be made,
and, as a result, important
findings could be missed and
not acted upon”
Needleman et al, J Dent Res 2008

Prediction Models

What are prediction models?
§

A single factor associated with an outcome has limited
predictive information for individualized prediction

§

Prediction is therefore typically a multivariable problem

§

A prediction model combines multiple factors to yield an
individualized prediction, typically using
– Logistic regression (short term outcomes)
– Cox regression (survival, long term outcomes) account for censoring
– Increasingly data-driven approaches based on ’machine learning’

§

Used to guide
– e.g., further testing, treatment/lifestyle changes and other clinical decisions,
patient/clinician communication, selection of participants into studies,…

Diagnostic vs. Prognostic Model Studies
§ Diagnostic: examine the
relationship of lab or imaging
test results, signs &
symptoms in relation to
whether a particular disease
is absent or present
§ Prognostic: examine future
outcomes in individuals with a
certain health profile
(demographics, disease and
individual characteristics)

(UK) NICE Clinical Guidelines
§

QRISK (NICE CG181)
–

§

Nottingham prognostic index (NICE CG80)
–

§

Pneumonia

Blatchford / Rockall scores (NICE QS38)
–

§

NSCLC pre-operative risk of death

CRB65/CURB65 (NICE CG191)
–

§

ICU scoring systems for predicting mortality

Thoracoscore (NICE CG121)
–

§

Stroke / transient ischaemic attack

SAPS/APACHE (NICE CG50)
–

§

evaluate the prognosis of a newborn baby

ABCD2 NICE CG68)
–

§

adverse CVD outcomes (mortality, MI, stroke etc…) for patients with UA/NSTEMI

APGAR (NICE CG132/2)
–

§

risk of recurrence and overall survival in breast cancer patients

GRACE/PURSUIT/PREDICT/TIMI (NICE CG94)
–

§

10-year risk of developing cardiovascular disease

Upper gastrointestinal bleeding

FRAX / QFracture (NICE CG146)
–

10-year risk of developing osteoporotic & hip fracture

‘Prediction’ is a hot (and getting hotter) topic

PubMed search (09-December-2021)

Landscape of clinical prediction models

+ many many more

Reporting & Prediction
Models

Prognosis Studies and reporting guidelines
§

Prognostic factor studies - which predictors contribute (associated
with) to prediction of particular prognostic/diagnostic outcome – aim not
to develop a model for individualized predictions

§

Model development studies – to develop a prediction model from
data: identify important predictors; estimate predictor weights; construct
model for individualized predictions; quantify predictive performance;
internal validation

§

Model validation studies – evaluate ('validate') predictive
performance of previously developed model in participant data other than
development set

§

Model impact studies – quantify effect/impact actually using model on
participant/physician management and health outcomes – relative to not
using the model -> comparative studies

REMARK Statement*
TRIPOD Statement
TRIPOD Statement

CONSORT Statement**

* Currently in the early stages of being updated/scope broadened
** Tailored guidance for AI; SPIRIT-AI (Protocols); CONSORT-AI (reports)

Reporting of prognostic model research
Example: 228 articles [development of 408 prognostic
models for patients with chronic obstructive*]
§ 12% did not report the modelling method
– e.g., logistic/cox regression

§ 64% did not describe how missing data were handled
§ 70% did not report the model
– e.g., full regression equation (no model à no prediction)

§ 78% did not evaluate assess calibration
– e.g., no calibration plot, no estimates of the calibration slope

§ 24% did not evaluate discrimination

* Bellou et al, BMJ 2019

Findings from multiple systematic reviews
§ Poor reporting & poor methodological conduct
§ Number of events often difficult to identify
– candidate predictors (and number) not always easy to find

§ How candidate predictors were selected
– unclear in: 25% studies (Bouwmeester 2012); 69% studies (Haller 2022)

§ How the multivariable model was derived
– unclear in 77% of studies in cancer (Mallet 2010)

Findings from systematic reviews
§ Missing data rarely mentioned
– 41% Collins 2010; 45% Collins 2012; 64% Bellou
– often an exclusion criteria (though often not specified)
– complete-case usually carried out

§ Range of continuous predictors rarely reported
– …and coding of binary/categorical predictors
– applying a model ‘off-label’ – outside the range of a continuous predictor

§ Models often not reported in full (nor a link to any code)
– intercept missing (logistic regression); baseline survival missing (cox
regression)
– why build a model and not provide sufficient information for others to
use it, including evaluating it on other data?
Either code to implement the model to get predictions for an individual or analysis code

Other conclusions from systematic reviews
§

Methodological shortcomings include
– large number of candidate predictors
overfitting
– small sample size (number of events)
– calibration rarely assessed (and often done poorly, e.g., Hosmer-Lemeshow test)
• not done in 85% studies (Altman: cancer); 74% (Collins: diabetes); 46%
(Bouwmeester: general medical journals); 87% (He, colorectal cancer)

– dichotomisation / categorisation of continuous predictors
• 63% studies (Collins: diabetes); 70% studies (Mallet: cancer)

– previously published models often ignored - waste?
– inadequate or no validation
• reliance on (inefficient) random-split to validate

§

Lack of comparing competing models (Collins & Moons BMJ 2014)
– is the newly developed model better than any other models?

§

Unsurprisingly (and fortunately) very few models are used

External validation studies*
§

16% of studies failed to cite the original article developing the model
(N.B. >360 models for incident CVD)

§

60% of studies failed to make/discuss any case-mix comparison
–

Or discussion on the representativeness of the target population

§

Tend to be small (few events, if reported at all) (48% < 100 events)

§

Missing data rarely mentioned (54%)
–

64% implicitly/explicitly conducted complete-case analyses
•

–

§

Loss of information and impact of representativeness

9% used multiple imputation

Overwhelming focus only on discrimination
–
–
–

73% of external validation studies evaluated discrimination
only 32% assessed calibration (often incorrectly/weakly)
24% presented ‘blank’ ROC curves (i.e., no cut-points labelled)
•

(see Verbakel et al J Clin Epidemiol 2020 and discussion with Janssens 2020)

*Collins et al BMC MRM 2014
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Poor calibration (from weak modelling)
à misleading conclusions (spin)

“The calibration curve showed a
good agreement between the
predictive risk and the actual probability”
* Zhou et al, J Dermatol 2021

Clear(ish) reporting, poor methods

TRIPOD Statement
§ Consensus-based guidance for improving the quality
of reporting of multivariable prediction model studies
– led by Collins, Moons, Altman, Reitsma
– 21 experts (statisticians, epidemiologists, clinicians, journals editors)
– Delphi survey, 3-day meeting in 2011

§ Focus on reporting
– but considerable attention on (highlighting good and bad)
methodological conduct in the Explanation & Elaboration paper

§ Funded by Cancer Research UK, ZonMW, Medical
Research Council, NIHR

TRIPOD Statement
§

Published simultaneously in 11
leading general and specialty
journals (January 2015)
–

Ann Intern Med; BJOG; BMC Med; BMJ;
Br J Cancer; Br J Surgery; Circulation;
Diabet Med; Eur J Clin Invest; Eur Urol;
J Clin Epidemiol

–

Editorials/comments in other journals
•

e.g., Am J Kidney Dis; Sci Transl Med;
Clin Chem

§

Guidance for authors, reviewers,
editors and readers

§

Checklist

§

Explanation & Elaboration paper
–

Rationale; examples of good reporting;
methodology summaries; 532 references

TRIPOD Statement

Reporting guideline checklists
§

Reminders of scientific content (like shopping lists)

§

TRIPOD Reporting Checklist
– Title & Abstract
– Introduction
• Background & Objectives

– Methods
• source of data, participants, outcomes, predictors
• sample size, missing data
• statistical analysis methods, risk groups

– Results
• participants
• model development, specification, performance

– Discussion
• limitations, interpretation, implications

– Other Information
• supplementary information, funding

Section / Topic

No.

Checklist item

Title and abstract
Title

1

D,V

Abstract

2

D,V

3a

D,V

3b

D,V

4a

D,V

4b

D,V

Introduction
Background &
Objectives
Methods
Source of data

Participants

Outcome

Predictors
Sample size
Missing data

5a

D,V

5b
5c

D,V
D,V

6a

D,V

6b

D,V

7a

D,V

7b
8

D,V
D,V

9

D,V

10a

D

10b

D

10c
10d
10e
11

V
D,V
V
D,V

12

V

13a

D,V

Participants

13b

D,V

13c

V

Model
development

14a
14b

D
D

15a

D

Statistical
analysis methods

Risk groups
Development
versus validation
Results

Model
specification
Model
performance
Model-updating
Discussion
Limitations

15b

D

16

D,V

17

V

18

D,V

19a

V

19b

D,V

Interpretation
Implications
20
Other information
Supplementary
21
information
Funding
22

D,V
D, V
D, V

37 items covering
22 ‘topics’ that should be
included on an articles
describing the development
or validation of a prediction
model
Page

Identify the study as developing and/or validating a multivariable prediction model, the target
population, and the outcome to be predicted.
Provide a summary of objectives, study design, setting, participants, sample size, predictors, outcome,
statistical analysis, results, and conclusions.
Explain the medical context (including whether diagnostic or prognostic) and rationale for developing
or validating the multivariable prediction model, including references to existing models.
Specify the objectives, including whether the study describes the development or validation of the
model or both.

Describe the study design or source of data (e.g. randomised trial, cohort, or registry data), separately
for the development and validation datasets, if applicable.
Specify the key study dates, including start of accrual, end of accrual, and if applicable end of followup.
Specify key elements of the study setting (e.g. primary care, secondary care, general population)
including number and location of centres.
Describe eligibility criteria for participants.
Give details of treatments received, if relevant.
Clearly define the outcome that is predicted by the prediction model, including how and when
assessed.
Report any actions to blind assessment of the outcome to be predicted.
Clearly define all predictors used in developing the multivariable prediction model, including how and
when they were measured.
Report any actions to blind assessment of predictors for the outcome and other predictors.
Explain how the study size was arrived at.
Describe how missing data were handled (e.g. complete-case analysis, single imputation, multiple
imputation) with details of any imputation method.
Describe how predictors were handled in the analyses.
Specify type of model, all model-building procedures (including any predictor selection), and method
for internal validation.
For validation, describe how the predictions were calculated.
Specify all measures used to assess model performance and, if relevant, to compare multiple models.
Describe any model-updating (e.g. recalibration) arising from the validation, if done.
Provide details on how risk groups were created, if done.
For validation, identify any differences from the development data in setting, eligibility criteria,
outcome and predictors.

D -> applies to development
studies only
V -> applies to validation
studies only

Describe the flow of participants through the study, including the number of participants with and
without the outcome and, if applicable, a summary of the follow-up time. A diagram may be helpful.
Describe the characteristics of the participants (basic demographics, clinical features, available
predictors), including the number of participants with missing data for predictors and outcome.
For validation, show a comparison with the development data of the distribution of important variables
(demographics, predictors and outcome).
Specify the number of participants and outcome events in each analysis.
If done, report the unadjusted association between each candidate predictor and outcome.
Present the full prediction model to allow predictions for individuals (i.e. all regression coefficients, and
model intercept or baseline survival at a given time point).
Explain how to the use the prediction model.
Report performance measures (with confidence intervals) for the prediction model.

D; V -> applies to both
development and validation
studies

If done, report the results from any model-updating (i.e. Model specification, Model performance)

Discuss any limitations of the study (such as non-representative sample, few events per predictor,
missing data).
For validation, discuss the results with reference to performance in the development data, and any
other validation data.
Give an overall interpretation of the results considering objectives, limitations, results from similar
studies and other relevant evidence.
Discuss the potential clinical use of the model and implications for future research.
Provide information about the availability of supplementary resources, such as study protocol, web
calculator, and datasets.
Give the source of funding and the role of the funders for the present study.
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Pre-TRIPOD era: adherence to
TRIPOD*

Specify type of model and all
model building steps

Report performance measures
with CIs

Participant characteristics
* Heus et al BMJ Med 2018

Pre (’12-’14) and post TRIPOD (’16-’17)*
§ No discernible improvement in
reporting (yet…)
§ But improvements in assessment of
model performance
– e.g., Calibration (21% vs 87%)

§ Handling of missing data,
– e.g., multiple imputation (12% versus 50%)

§ Limitations: Small sample size, short
post TRIPOD time frame
* Najafabadi et al BMJ Open 2020

New guidance in preparation
§ TRIPOD-Cluster [led by Thomas Debray/Carl Moons; UMC Utrecht]
– Studies developing/validating models using ‘clustered’ data
• (Large) multicentre data (e.g., cluster = centre/hospital)
• Individual Participant Data from multiple studies (cluster = study)

§ TRIPOD-SRMA [led by Kym Snell/Richard Riley, Keele]
– Systematic reviews/meta-analysis of prediction model studies

§ TRIPOD-AI* [led by Collins (Oxford); Moons (Utrecht)]
– Studies developing/validating models using machine learning

§ TRIPOD-P [led by Paula Dhiman/Collins, Oxford]
– Protocols for studies developing/validation prediction models
* Related initiatives; STARD-AI (in write-up), DECIDE-AI (to appear shortly),
SPIRIT-AI (Nat Med/BMJ), CONSORT-AI (Nat Med/BMJ)

Reporting and critical appraisal
§ Evaluating the study methods / results is a core
component of evidence-based medicine
– An important skill for any researcher

§ Risk of bias tools attempt to assess (and rate) the
study methods in a structured manner
– Enables us to judge the study methods and interpret the
findings accordingly

§ Poor reporting makes risk of bias assessment more
difficult
– Rating will often be ‘unclear’

Prognosis Studies and risk of bias
Prognostic factor studies - which predictors contribute to prediction of
particular prognostic/diagnostic
outcome
– aim
develop a model for
QUIPS
(Hayden
etnot
al to
2013)
individualised predictions

Model development studies – to develop prediction model from data: identify
important predictors; estimate predictor weights; construct model for
individualised predictions; quantify
predictive performance; internal validation
PROBAST*

Model validation studies – test (validate) predictive performance of
previously developed model in participant data other than development set

Model impact studies – quantify effect/impact actually using model on

Biasoutcomes
tool – relative to not using
participant/physician Cochrane
managementRisk
and of
health
the model -> comparative studies.

*Wolff et al Ann Intern Med 2019

Models for organ transplantation*

“We advise against
applying poorly developed,
reported, or validated
prediction models “
* Haller et al J Clin Epidemiol 2022

Reporting of machine learning models

Dhiman et al J Clin Epidemiol 2021

Andaur Navarro et al BMC MRM 2022

Adherence to TRIPOD

Twitter: @GSCollins

Impact of risk of bias
“Most studies on
prediction models
developed using
machine learning
show poor
methodological
quality and are at
high risk of bias"

Andaur Navarro et al BMJ 2021

Machine learning studies
§ Beware of the hype
– Reported performance is often too good to be true

§ Often little or no difference in performance in (typically)
noisy (low-signal-to-noise) health care problems
– Clear benefits in high signal-to-noise settings (e.g., imaging)

§ Need the same robust development and evaluation of
non-machine learning studies (principally the same)
– Some very good studies but many poor studies
• as there are many poor statistical based prediction model studies

§ Need complete and transparent reporting
– TRIPOD is relevant though updated and tailored guidance is
underway (checklist/preprint in summer 2022🤞)
• Collins & Moons Lancet 2019; Collins et al BMJ Open 2021 for protocol

TRIPOD-AI challenge: model availability
§ Models based on regression can typically be written
down
– Regression coefficients + intercept/baseline survival
– Allows independent researchers to validate and recalibrate (to
their setting)

§ ML are typically ‘black-box’
– We can’t write down a Random Forest
• How can independent researchers evaluate these models?
• Impact on reproducibility

– Issues of proprietary
• Protecting scientific innovation?
• Commercial exploitation, profit? Big Pharma => Big tech?
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Model availability
e.g.,
§ Make it available on a repository
(e.g., GitHub)
§ Grant access to get predictions for
your data set
§ Gain access to the code by setting-up
non-disclosure agreements

4
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Reporting, code, data and the
potential for scientific fraud
Consider the following hypothetical scenario…
§

A model has been developed
–

maybe multiple models for comparison (RF, LR, ANN, SVM, XGBoost)

§

A paper has been published describing their development

§

None of the models are presented in the paper

§

The models (and data) are not made available in a software repository
(e.g., via Github)

§

Table of ‘AUC’s is reported
–

§

the paper concludes (with associated ‘spin’) one of more models as having excellent
predictive accuracy

The paper is published

Some examples

Prediction models: An opportunity to take
centre(ish) stage, but…

Results
§

169 studies describing 232 prediction models
–
–

§

7 risk scores, 118 diagnostic; 107 prognostic
Mixture of modelling procedures

Reported c-index values ranged from
–
–
–

0.71 to 0.99 (risk scores)
0.65 to 0.99 (diagnostic models)
0.54 to 0.99 (prognostic models)

Red flag – should’ve
been picked up during
editorial process / peer
review of primary
studies

§

Calibration rarely assessed/reported (and often incorrectly)

§

Table of participant characteristics sometimes missing

§

“This review indicates that almost all published prediction models are
poorly reported”

§

Bottom line: 226 at high risk of bias; 6 at unclear risk of bias
** Latest update (forthcoming) now includes >500 models

Risk of bias assessment

COVID Example 1* (generally poor)
•

Sample size for development (after splitting data in to train/test)
•
•

•

239 individuals, 57 events for model development with 75 predictors
Using sample size formula (pmsampsize) indicates 1285 individuals and 306
events were actually required. No sample size calculation in the paper reported.

Sample size for testing
•

60 individuals with ~14 events (not reported)

•

Overfitting not addressed neither adjusting performance for optimism or
shrinkage of regression coefficients
• Weak / flawed assessment of calibration
•

•

No mention of missing data
•
•

•
•

e.g., Hosmer-Lemeshow test, didn’t present calibration plot
presumably an unspecified exclusion criteria
yet 75 predictors examined

Assumption of linearity of the continuous predictors
No model reported (just a nomogram)
•

e.g., no intercept/regression coefficients

Conclusion ”The machinelearning model, nomogram,
and online-calculator might
be useful to assess the
onset of severe and critical
illness among COVID-19
patients and triage at
hospital admission”

* Wu et al, Eur Respir J 2020; LTE Collins et al, Eur Respir J 2020 + author response

Small validation sample size à
misleading conclusions
Sample size:
- n=279
- Number of outcome events= 7
No calibration

Red flag – should’ve been
picked up during editorial
process / peer review

!!!!!

Summary
§ Prediction models increasingly seen as useful tools for identifying individuals
at increased risk => target treatments / interventions
– increasingly recommended in clinical guidelines

§ Many components to prediction model study (study design, missing data,
continuous predictors, model evaluation) – easy to get one or more of these
‘wrong'
§ Prediction model studies are often done badly and poorly reported (including
‘spin’)
– Obvious flaws in poor reporting often go unmissed during peer review -> plethora of poorly
developed/reported (potentially harmful) models

§ TRIPOD Statement available to help authors, reviewers and editors to help
with full and transparent reporting (important for PROBAST* risk of bias
assessment)
– Guidance for Abstracts (TRIPOD for Abstracts) [Heus et al, Ann Intern Med 2020]
– New reporting guidelines for machine learning (TRIPOD-AI), systematic reviews (TRIPOD-SRMA)
and protocols (TRIPOD-P) in preparation
* Wolff et al. Ann Intern Med 2019; Moons et al. Ann Intern Med 2019

Thank you for listening
www: www.tripod-statement.org
twitter: @TRIPODStatement

Email: gary.collins@csm.ox.ac.uk
Twitter: @GSCollins
Journal: BMC Diagnostic & Prognostic Research
https://diagnprognres.biomedcentral.com

Risk of bias: www.probast.org

www.prognosisresearch.com

Topic Group 6 (prediction models): www.stratos-initiative.org

Reporting guidelines: www.equator-network.org
@EQUATORNetwork

